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Chapter 791: Young Sect Master arrives (3) 

 

Just based on that handsome, youthful, reversal of life face of Li Moying’s could show that he was 

indeed very young. 

But the imposing manner and extremely strong power that he gave off made anyone unable to imagine 

that he was only twenty years old. 

Just standing at that spot, the Profound Energy pressure that was coming from him was at an unexcelled 

position which could repress all the top exponents there, making them suffocate as though their 

breathing would stop anytime and break out into cold sweat! 

It was even more pressurizing than meeting with the Sect Master himself! 

Even Jiang Tuxin whose cultivation was at eight stage realm, which was higher than his, was not spared! 

It was until Jiang Tuxin and Ling Wenbin had escorted Li Moying away when the top exponents present 

were able to breathe feeling that the heavy pressure weighing upon their chests had finally been shifted 

away. 

The few of them wiped the sweat off their foreheads coincidentally. 

“Heavens, I almost knelt down earlier, it’s so terrifying! Th… That’s Young Sect Master? Isn’t he only 

twenty years old? How could he be so terrifying?” 

“You haven’t heard of this, I heard that Young Sect Master had already broken through to seventh stage 

realm last month in the Sect! What’s more, at that moment, both heaven and earth moved weirdly as 

the ground trembled and mountains swayed, almost splitting the entire rear mountain into half!” 

“Are you telling the truth? Young Sect Master is already in seventh stage realm? He… He’s only twenty! 

A twenty year old in seven stage realm….. how is this possible? How does he cultivate?” 

“I’ve heard about this too, this matter…. is absolutely true! Young Sect Master’s future is boundless and 

he will definitely be someone who will produce clouds with one turn of the hand and rain with another! 

His arrival at Celestial Light Academy is a huge opportunity for everyone here. If anyone happens to fall 

into Young Sect Master’s grace, then it would be a huge advantage in future but if anyone were to 

offend him accidentally…” 

“Let’s all be careful these few days!” 

Li Moying didn’t bother about the people discussing behind his back. He walked neither swiftly nor 

slowly forward as his deep gaze kept surveying the school grounds. 

Even though Jiang Tuxin and the rest were talking, he listened absently but his heard had already flown 

towards a black bellied little fox. 

Speaking of that, he and his Li’er had been separated for close to half a month. 



Logically speaking, Celestial Light Academy’s enrolment examinations should have ended and based on 

Li’er’s potential, admitting into the academy shouldn’t be any suspense. He wondered if she saw him 

here, would she be surprised? 

Li Moying’s expression was cold and he didn’t say anything much so this made Jiang Tuxin and the rest 

flustered as all of them were on their toes not knowing if they did anything wrong. 

When Mo Yi saw this he knew his Master’s heart had already flown away and didn’t hold any interest in 

entertaining any of these idle people. 

So he had to make his appearance to help smooth things over as he started talking to Jiang Tuxin and 

the rest. 

“Principal Jiang, why is the academy so quiet? What time is it now? Why is there no one in the academy 

at all?” 

“This… This is an exception!” Jiang Tuxin was worried that there was an misunderstanding as he 

hurriedly explained, “Today something happened. The new top student received over ten senior 

students’ battle invitation at one go and placed huge stakes on it! Protector Mo, you had stayed in 

Celestial Light Academy previously as well so you should know the difference between the new and 

senior students’ abilities. This new student overestimated herself and had accepted so many battle 

invitations so this situations is rarely seen! So many of our students had gone over to the Martial Arts 

Stage to join in the fun.” 

When Li Moying heard the few words “Top student”, his brows moved slightly 
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Mo Yi observed his expression and having immediately understood what his Master was thinking about, 

he inquired immediately, “Since that the case, this new student must definitely be very powerful before 

she dares to do such a thing! What’s her background?” 

Jiang Tuxin quickly showed off his accomplishments. 

“This young lady is called Bai Ruoli and she comes from a small country called South Yue Kingdom from 

South Sky Region’s border! Her background isn’t very ordinary. Her father is Bai Liu Feng and he was the 

strongest core student in Celestial Light Academy’s history! Even our old Sect Master had personally 

came over to Sky Cloud City and tried to take him in as a direct disciple! If her father had joined Celestial 

Light Sect that year, then he would be Sect Master Murong’s junior brother and she would be the same 

generation as Young Sect Master. A pity that…..” 

Jiang Tuxin spoke frankly with assurance, couldn’t wait to repeat the entire story of Bai Liu Feng during 

those years. 

It was an incredible achievement for Celestial Light Academy to have been able to nurture one Bai Liu 

Feng. 

But before he could complete his story, Li Moying had cut into his conversation. 



“Where is the Martial Arts Stage? Bring me over there!” 

Jiang Yueli went into a blank, “Ah?” 

He had introduced Bai Liu Feng and his daughter’s story so as to give himself credit and had never 

expected that Li Moying would want to go and see some battle. 

After all, no matter how exciting the battle was, wasn’t it just between some third stage realm 

practitioners? With Li Moying’s potential and status, how was it possible that he would have any 

interest in such a childish and low levelled battle? 

Li Moying’s brows raised as he gazed towards him impatiently. 

Jiang Tuxin’s heart thumped as he hurriedly responded, “Yes, yes, I’ll lead the way now. Young Sect 

Master, please follow me this way!” 

….. 

Martial Arts Stage. 

Huang Yueli used a tremendous strength before she was able to squeeze herself through the crowd. 

Initially she didn’t want to hurt the innocent crowd but until the last moment, she had no choice but to 

use her Profound Energy to separate the crowd apart to make a path through. 

By the time she arrived, the Martial Arts Stage entrance’s hourglass had pointed exactly at seven 

o’clock. 

Under such a tight situation, Li Xue’er was actually able to sit in the very first row, which was the golden 

seat nearest to the tournament grounds. 

It was obvious to see how high the position of an Armament Master was in Celestial Light Academy! 

Upon seeing Huang Yueli, Li Xue’er immediately laughed out. 

“Our new stop student has finally arrived, why did you drag until so late? Could it be that you finally 

understood how big of a mistake you’d committed and didn’t dare to come because you’re afraid? Too 

bad… it’s too late! Even if you regret it now, your star currency isn’t going to come back! But if you 

directly admit your loss now, at least you won’t be hurt and can go back in one piece! Just that your 

reputation…. Will definitely be thrown away!” 

Huang Yueli threw one glance at her at her lips curled up slightly. 

“I’m afraid I will have to disappoint you. Not only will I not lose, what’s more, I will win all the battles! I 

heard that you had set up several bets that my chances of winning is equal to none. So I’m going to bet 

twenty thousand medium quality spirit stones that I will win all my matches. I hope by then you’d be 

able to pay back…..” 

A betting rate of one to one hundred was equal to two hundred thousand pieces of medium quality 

spirit stones. 

If she were to include the amount that Su Qingyue and gang had added. 



It was thinkable that Li Xue’er would pay dearly today. 

However, she didn’t realised it and when she heard what Huang Yueli said, she laughed until she could 

stand up straight. 

“I’ve seen people heading for death but never seen someone to go on a speed bullet train like you! Still 

talking big before you meet your death! And you’re actually giving me twenty thousand medium quality 

spirit stones! Really laugh die me.” 

She turned back and said, “Sister Mingshuang, since she’s in a hurry to look for death, then you’d better 

quickly head down and grant her wish!” 
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“Alright, I’ll go and meet her! I want to see just how strong is the new top student!” 

Laughter was heard and the young lady stood up behind Li Xue’er was Ye Mingshuang. 

She looked around seventeen to eighteen years of age and wasn’t particularly pretty but she had an 

arrogant look, which obviously displayed her confidence in her own ability. 

Huang Yueli didn’t say anything as she turned around directly and walked towards the centre of the 

Martial Arts Stage battlegrounds. 

The crowd were completely boiling with excitement. 

“It’s starting soon! It’s starting!” 

“Finally the battle is going to start. I must open my eyes wide and look carefully! I had bet so many spirit 

stones! I bet this new top student would at least win one round!” 

“Why didn’t you bet that she would lose all rounds?” 

“Because the odds of losing all rounds is simply too low which is equivalent to not earning anything at 

all! I really hope she will buck up but if she really didn’t win a single round, then she would be the 

number one biggest joker among the new students of Celestial Light Academy’s history!” 

The two of them stood face to face against each other. 

Ye Mingshuang drew out a long sword from her back and touched it in a loving manner. After that she 

looked towards Huang Yueli and spoke arrogantly. 

“To be honest, when I just entered Celestial Light Academy, I had also thought that my ability was much 

higher than the senior students but… reality had taught me what is to know your own limits! Today I’ll 

be the one to teach you this lesson! I’ll let you strike three times first!” 

Huang Yueli gave out a “pfffft” as she laughed and said, “I think you haven’t learnt your lesson at all!” 

“What?” Ye Mingshuang was stunned. 



Huang Yueli had already kept her smiles, “Stop all the talking, you’re really going to let me strike three 

times?” 

Ye Mingshuang arrogantly raised her chin as she replied, “Nonsense, if you’re able to even touch a 

corner of my clothes within these three strikes, I will kneel down and kowtow to you!” 

Huang Yueli raised her brows, “You agreed on this ok….” 

Ye Mingshuang sneered, “You really think you can hurt me?” 

Huang Yueli noncommittally smiled as she waved her right hand and drew a circle in the air. The 

surrounding fire attributed Profound Energy immediately gathered within her hand and grew into a 

blazing fire ring. 

Ye Mingshuang saw that Huang Yueli didn’t even drew out her weapon as she sneered coldly, “Who do 

you think you are? You think you can hurt me when you don’t even bring out your Profound Weapon? 

Hehe…. AH~~~~!!” 

Her laughter halted suddenly! 

Huang Yueli’s pointed her right hand towards the front and a strong burst of fire attributed Profound 

Energy sprayed out following her fair slender fingers! 

A fire dragon tore out from the empty space and with striking rays, it shot out towards Ye Mingshuang’s 

chest. 

Ye Mingshuang didn’t expect Huang Yueli to have such terrifying and intense power the moment she 

struck! 

The intensity of the fire dragon was so strong that it exceeded her expectations and her instinct was to 

retreat. 

But she seemed to be fixed to the ground rendering her immovable. 

A huge “Boom” sound reverberated and Ye Mingshuang was struck on the chest and her dantian was 

almost scattered as she was flew out and crashed onto the stage boundary’s array and bounced back 

onto the battleground stage once again. 

These two strikes had made her entire body’s bones fell apart as she laid limply onto the ground, totally 

unable to stand up. 

Everything happened too quickly. 

All the students were stunned by this as their mouths opened wide, staring blankly towards the 

direction of the stage. 

At that moment, no one was able to react. 

It was until Ye Mingshuang was unable to get up when the crowd started to cry out in shock. 

“Heavens! What happened earlier? W… What’s wrong with my eyes? That new top student had…. Had 

actually beaten Ye Mingshuang to this state in just one strike??” 
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“That’s right, how is that possible? I must be seeing things wrongly! Ye Mingshuang is ranked sixty nine 

among the core students, how is it possible for her to lose to a new student!” 

“Correct, but this…. Ye Mingshuang had lost quite quickly right? I haven’t even seen clearly what had 

happened and she…. lost??” 

“Could it be that the new student used some sinister move and schemed against Ye Mingshuang?” 

The crowd were discussing in low volumes. 

The gazes towards Huang Yueli were filled with shock, astonishment and horror….. 

Only one tenth of the students in Celestial Light Academy were core students. And all five hundred plus 

core students were the elite among the elite and all of them were held in high regards. Ye Mingshuang 

was ranked sixty nine so that already clearly explained her ability! 

Among the ordinary students present, she was already a strong presence whom most had no way to win 

against! 

Who knew, this newcomer had only used one move! 

In between this one move, Ye Mingshuang had already been defeated! 

Even though most people had already guessed that Huang Yueli’s power was extraordinary, to dare to 

accept so many battle invitations, she definitely had the ability but no one had expected that she was 

actually so strong to this extend! 

In front of her, Ye Mingshuang was akin a defenceless ordinary person, not even able to take one strike! 

Because of the array’s separation, all the students only felt astonished but were not able to feel the 

actual situation on the stage. 

Whereas Ye Mingshuang who was on the stage not only felt astonishment or surprised, and…. a deep 

sense of terror! 

Earlier during that instant when the fire dragon flew into the sky, the entire stage was vibrating with a 

strong and overbearing fire attributed Profound Energy. That overwhelming advantage made her feel 

that she was up against a fourth or even fifth stage realm top exponent! 

But the new student in front of her had merely just advanced into third stage realm and wasn’t her 

cultivation lower than hers? 

Huang Yueli walked over slowly towards her. 

Ye Mingshuang heard her footsteps and used her hands to hold up her body, at least standing up would 

not make her seem overly pathetic. 

But the moment she tried to hold herself up, she felt a wave of intense pain coming over her entire 

body! 



All the bones in her body had apparently been injured in the two knocks earlier. Several bones were 

broken and her arms especially, felt sore and painful, completely unable to use any strength. 

Huang Yueli walked towards Ye Mingshuang till she was just two steps away before she stopped. 

From Ye Mingshuang’s line of vision, she was able to see that Huang Yueli was wearing an exquisite 

deerskin embroidered ankle boots. 

Her gaze followed from the boots upwards but because she was not able to raise her head, no matter 

how she tried, she could only stop at Huang Yueli’s knee and not see her face at all. 

Huang Yueli’s voice was heard coming from the top of Ye Mingshuang’s head. 

“Senior Sister Ye, didn’t you say I wasn’t able to hurt you within three moves? How about now? I 

remember Senior Sister Ye saying that I don’t know my own limits and you will teach me this lesson. So 

now… who taught who the lesson?” 

Ye Mingshuang’s face flushed a bright shade of red, recalling the bold words that she had said just a few 

moments ago. Thinking back now, it seemed like a thorough joke. 

Huang Yueli had thrown all the words she had said right back at her. This was akin to slapping her right 

on her face! 

Even though Huang Yueli didn’t lift a finger to slap her at all, she could thoroughly feel that her 

reputation had all been thrown away and it was swollen until she was not able to face anyone anymore! 
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Ye Mingshuang was feeling both embarrassed and furious but unfortunately she had to stay in the 

position as she wasn’t able to stand up and could only prostrate onto the ground right before Huang 

Yueli’s feet. 

She had never for a moment been so humiliated in her entire life! 

She lowered her head as she couldn’t help but wish for a hole to appear right before her so that she 

could hide into it! She could totally imagine that after today, she would become one of the laughing 

stock in the entire Celestial Light Academy! 

At this very moment, Ye Mingshuang had regretted her decision to listen to Li Xue’er’s incitation to help 

her teach this new student a lesson? She didn’t even need this amount of star currency. 

Moreover, thinking back, she was obviously tricked by Li Xue’er! 

This new student was from the same kingdom as Li Xue’er and would Li Xue’er not know her true 

ability? Yet she didn’t tell her beforehand! Isn’t this an obvious scheme? 

Ye Mingshuang had started to grown a deep hatred for Li Xue’er. 



Actually, the person she should hate more is Huang Yueli! It was human nature to bully the weak and 

fear the strong. When she realised the power between them was so huge, she knew that she would 

never be able to defeat Huang Yueli, so…. this debt could only be placed onto Li Xue’er! 

Ye Mingshuang didn’t say a single word and treated herself like a dead person, not making a single move 

as she laid on the ground, hoping that when Huang Yueli had won, she would leave on her own accord. 

But who knew that when Huang Yueli saw her not moving, she said, “Senior Sister Ye, you said it earlier, 

you’ll let me take three strikes and now… there’s two more strikes!” 

When Ye Mingshuang heard these, her heart thumped hoping that she had heard wrongly! 

At this moment, she had forgotten about the pain on her body as she raised her head and started at 

Huang Yueli! 

“W….W….What do you intend to do??” 

Huang Yueli used her especially innocent look as she blinked her eyes and replied, “I didn’t intend to do 

anything? But you said it yourself earlier that you’ll let me make three strikes, why? Are you not 

intending to keep your word?” 

“You…..” 

Ye Mingshuang was on the verge of throwing up blood! 

This…. she had indeed said such things earlier! 

But the situation now and earlier had changed completely! Earlier she thought she had an advantage so 

she said that. But now that she had been defeated and to be defeated in such a humiliating way, not in 

the least bit apprehensive, Huang Yueli was still biting onto the statement that she had made earlier?? 

Even the academy’s teacher on the tournament stage who was responsible to be the referee frowned 

slightly, “Miss Bai, Miss Ye has already been defeated and the outcome of the battle is now clear that 

you’re the victor so let’s just stop wasting any more time on her?” 

Huang Yueli replied, “Have I won? But Senior Sister Ye didn’t admit her defeat? I’ve read through the 

Martial Arts Stage battle rules and as long as no one admits defeat, then silence will mean the 

competition will continue, isn’t it?” 

When Ye Mingshuang heard that, she hastily cried out, “I admit…..” 

But before she could say the word “defeat”, Huang Yueli had already made a move! 

Fire attributed Profound Energy instantly exploded as it caused Ye Mingshuang’s body to jerk up into the 

sky again! 

“Second strike!” Huang Yueli lightly called out. 

Ye Mingshuang was thrown high up into the air and her body faced upwards as her head banged against 

the boundary of the array! And once again she was rebounded onto the ground! 



When Huang Yueli saw this, her eyebrows creased slightly as she mumbled, “What’s the situation? This 

array is rather steady!” 

At this moment, Ye Mingshuang was descending once again and it seemed that she was about to crash 

onto the ground. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly struck out against the back of her waist! 

“Third strike!” 
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Ye Mingshuang was totally unable to retaliate against her and she didn’t even had a single bit of reaction 

time as she was struck realistically by that third strike! 

Her body flew horizontally outwards towards the corner of the tournament stage and crashed heavily! 

“Bang~~!!” 

Following an intense sound accompanied with some tremors, the boundary of the array beside the stage 

gave out a wave of blue rays and subsequently lost its effect. 

Celestial Light Academy’s Martial Arts Stage had used this sturdy isolation array for years… and….. it had 

actually been broken to smithereens on the spot! 

Ye Mingshuang’s body flew outwards of the area of the tournament stage and flew towards the 

spectators seating area! 

Finally, she crashed heavily onto the first row of the spectators platform and coincidentally, she had 

crashed right into Li Xue’er! 

Li Xue’er was stunned from watching the unforeseen events on the tournament stage and hadn’t expect 

that even though she was isolated from a powerful fourth tier array, such a huge misfortune would 

come crashing onto her! 

No one knew if it was so coincidental that when the both of them had knocked against each other, they 

happened to be facing one another and as their foreheads knocked against one another with a “Bam”, 

they had broken each other’s head and blood started to flow immediately. 

Ye Mingshuang’s body had several meridians broken and many bones broken so when she crashed onto 

Li Xue’er, she could no longer take it as she sprayed out a mouthful of blackish blood, spraying it right 

onto Li Xue’er face! 

Thereafter, she rolled her eyes and fainted completely! 

As for Li Xue’er, although there wasn’t any obvious injuries, but to be knocked onto the head with such a 

severe crash was also a hard strike and for a moment, she felt dizzy as she almost fell onto the ground. 

She had managed to stabilise herself with great difficulty and before words could come out from her 

opened mouth, the blackish blood was sprayed from Ye Mingshuang into her mouth. That feeling was 



extremely disgusting and it had smoked Li Xue’er so much that she fainted. After regaining 

consciousness, she squatted on one side and started to throw up! 

All the students present were completely stunned by Huang Yueli’s lightning fast strategy! 

No one had expected that Huang Yueli would be so vicious. Ye Mingshuang was obviously unable to win 

in that condition but she had not shown any mercy and continued to strike! 

Moreover, the more terrifying thing was that she actually broke the array on the tournament stage! 

This was simply unbelievable, s..s..she…. what exactly was her cultivation level?? 

….. 

At this moment, Jiang Tuxin and Ling Wenbin had led Li Moying into the Martial Arts Stage from the rear 

door. 

The academy’s teachers would sometimes head over and take a look at the battles but they didn’t 

mingle with the students but had an eagle’s eye view seating, isolated from the students’ spectator 

platform. 

Otherwise if the Principal and Vice Principal were to show their presence, it would have already caused a 

stir and the tournament would be prematurely terminated. 

When they just stepped in, they had coincidentally saw the move where Huang Yueli had broken 

through the array and were so shocked that their jaws fell onto the ground. 

“W.. What situation is this? She actually managed to break through the isolation array on the 

tournament stage?? What on earth is her cultivation level??” 

Jiang Tuxin nervously glanced at Li Moying who had not said a word or made any movement, his gaze 

stopped onto the tournament stage when he entered and showed an expression which seemed to be 

lost in thought. 

Jiang Tuxin felt even more apprehensive as he berated his subordinates in a doleful expression. 

“Get Master Hu who is in charge of maintaining the array here! What situation is this! I’ve said many 

times that the academy’s arrays are very important and it must be maintained carefully! How can such 

an accident happen?” 
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Ling Wenbin was not able to figure out what had happened as he was dumbfounded by Huang Yueli’s 

shocking potential. 

But the moment he heard what Jiang Tuxin said, he finally realised what had happened. 

That’s right, Huang Yueli had advanced into third stage realm in the entrance examinations that day and 

he had witnessed it personally. How could a third stage realm practitioner possibly break through that 



array? Celestial Light Academy’s arrays were able to resist against the attacks of a fifth stage realm 

practitioner! 

It seemed like the array had not been properly maintained and was worn down by years of non-repair as 

it started to malfunction….. 

When Li Moying heard what they said, he turned his eyes away and casted a glance at Jiang Tuxin. He 

couldn’t help but snickered as he felt it was rather funny. 

The methods that his little fox had used was so masterfully done that even a eight stage realm 

practitioner like Jiang Tuxin was not able to see through it. She’s really worthy of being his woman! 

Mo Yi kept a listening ear by the side and couldn’t take it much longer. He was mainly shedding 

sympathy tears for that innocent Array Master, Master Hu. 

He was very clear that Huang Yueli’s accomplishments on arrays was very high and this fourth tier array 

right before their eyes were obviously not able to stop her. It was highly possible that Huang Yueli had 

seen through the flaw of this array and directly found the weakest point in the array. With her exceeding 

potential which surpassed any ordinary third stage realm practitioner and her accomplishment in array 

formations, she was able to pierce through it at one go! 

Jiang Tuxin was still attempting to explain to Li Moying, “Young Sect Master, our academy’s 

management is not usually so messy so this really is just an accident! An accident! Usually we had kept 

the array well maintained and it’s a wonder why it malfunctioned today.” 

Seeing Principal Jiang’s sincere attitude, Mo Yi could only reply on behalf of Li Moying, “Principal Jiang, 

don’t be overly anxious. Your contributions towards Celestial Light Academy are all known to my 

Master! The array’s breakdown may not necessary be due to lack of maintenance. It may also be 

possible that the student on the stage might be too powerful! I’d never expected that this year’s top 

student to be so powerful! To be able to recruit such a talented practitioner, Principal Jiang’s 

contributions is really not small!” 

In Principal Jiang’s heart, he simply didn’t believe that Huang Yueli was able to break down the array 

based on her own power. 

But at this moment he could only acknowledge what Mo Yi was saying so as to shirk his responsibility. 

“I don’t deserve your praise, this is all part of my job. Thank you Young Sect Master for your 

understanding!” 

Mo Yi could tell that he didn’t believe it but didn’t bother to make any further explanations. Secretly in 

his heart, he gave Huang Yueli a thumbs up! 

She’s really worthy of being their future Mistress. No matter where she went, she was able to cause a 

storm! 

….. 

On the Martial Arts Stage. 



The crowd present were discussing about how Huang Yueli had defeated Ye Mingshuang with just one 

strike. 

But by the time she finished all her three strikes and broke through the array, the entire Martial Arts 

Stage had completely quietened down to the extent that a pin drop could be heard. 

Everyone had been stunned by her shocking methods! 

Most of them had not thought that the array had malfunctioned or how Huang Yueli was able to see 

through the flaw of the fourth tier array. All they felt was Yueli had overwhelming power, so strong that 

no one was comparable which was why she could achieve this effect! 

In a moment, most of the people did not even dare to breath loudly. 

Even the referee teacher was stunned, “You… You actually…..” 

He originally wanted to severely berate Huang Yueli for hitting on a person when she was down and out 

but when he saw how the array had lost its effect right before his eyes, the berating words which about 

to come out was swallowed back as his attitude turned much gentler. 

“This… Miss Bai, you’re too rash! Earlier Miss Ye had already intended to admit defeat!” 
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Huang Yueli smiled innocently, “I’m so sorry! I didn’t hear clearly earlier and by the time I reacted, I had 

already struck and was unable to pull back!” 

This explanation left everyone speechless. 

Did she need to be so fake? It was obvious that when Ye Mingshuang was considering to admit defeat, 

she snatched the opportunity to strike! 

Moreover at the same time of striking her second move which was still explainable by unable to react in 

time, she hurriedly followed by her third strike! 

Recalling back the consequence of the third strike, everyone started to shudder as they turned around 

to look at the half dead Ye Mingshuang and Li Xue’er who was affected by the wave, and they all 

secretly became terrified! 

Ye Mingshuang could be described as pitiful! 

Initially she thought that she could bully the top student and instantly gained fame while earning star 

currency at the same time. She had never expected herself to befall onto such a situation. 

From her injuries, it wasn’t any ordinary external injury at all. To be able to pierce through the isolation 

array, just how big was the intensity of the crash! Perhaps her entire meridians had already been broken 

into seventeen or eighteen pieces! Losing star currency was a small thing, but just by being rash and 

suffered irrecoverable injury would affect their future cultivation! 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled up slightly when she saw the crowd’s looks of dismay. 



This was exactly the effect that she wanted! 

The reason why she struck Ye Mingshuang so harshly wasn’t without any reason but was entire to 

appease her anger! 

In actual act, she had accepted a total of fourteen battle invitations and amongst those were core 

students who were ranked top thirty and had long surpassed Ye Mingshuang’s power. 

If she had fallen just from one battle, no matter how confident she was of her own ability, but as time 

passed by, her energy would definitely go on the downhill as well. If she lost her concentration for just a 

second, an accident may happen and capsize her boat, then it wouldn’t be worth it at all! 

So Huang Yueli had already decided from the start that she would use fast like lightning method to clear 

up the first few contestants and even severely injuring them. 

In this case, those who had yet to go on stage would felt terrified and realised that if they lost the battle 

against her, they might not only lose star currency, but…. incur some irreversible damage! 

With such intimidation, the number of contestants who dared to engage in a long battle with her would 

lessen significantly! 

Huang Yueli cast a glance towards Ye Mingshuang and said, “Then….. now, Senior Sister Ye is prepared 

to admit her defeat?” 

When Ye Mingshuang heard the same question again, her entire body started to sweat profusely 

showing signs of being terrified! 

“Wu….Wu….” 

She wanted to reply and admit defeat immediately but her mouth was filled with blood and not knowing 

how many teeth had dropped, she was totally unable to say out a single word and she almost cried out 

due to anxiety! 

Luckily the referee teacher saw her situation and was really afraid that she might lost her life so he 

hurriedly stepped in and said, “Alright, let’s consider it as her loss. According to tournament regulations, 

either the party admits defeat or leaves the tournament stage would be considered as a loss. She’s no 

longer on the tournament stage now!” 

Huang Yueli just replied with a “Oh”, “So it’s actually like this… so this is considered as Senior Sister Ye’s 

loss then!” 

“Right, right right, Miss Ye had lost! This hundred star currency belongs to you now! Furthermore, 

you’ve replaced Miss Ye’s ranking and your ranking in the Martial Arts Stage is not sixty nine!” The 

referee teacher quickly explained. 

When Huang Yueli heard that the star currency was already banked into her account, she gave a smile. 

Today…. looked like it was a day for her to strike it rich! 

She slowly walked to the centre of the stage and as her sights surveyed the entire place, her voice was 

heard clearly, “Then…. next contender!” 



Chapter 799: Next contender! (3) 

 

Next contender! 

These three words were powerful resonated throughout, the manner which it was said was as though a 

sledge hammer had slammed heavily onto everyone’s hearts! 

Huang Yueli stood on the stage and maintained the same clothes and posture that she wore when she 

entered the stage earlier, even the tone when she spoke was gentle and sweet as usual. 

However, in other people’s ears, the strength in her words was totally different now! 

Because in the entire Continent, power…. determined a person’s position and identity! 

Huang Yueli had already proven her own power and her existence…. was way above everyone present! 

The ten over people who had sent their battle invitations to Huang Yueli were actually seated on the 

first row of the viewing platform. Before today, all of them wanted to see from the closest distance on 

how Huang Yueli had been defeated by them once and again, and the agony that she was in with all the 

regrets that she shouldn’t have done this in the first place! 

But at this present moment, they couldn’t wait to vanish from the spot immediately! 

Every single person tried their best to shrink their bodies in the hope that they would become smaller, 

just smaller by a bit. It would be best if Huang Yueli didn’t noticed them at all! 

Most of the contenders’ power were not much different from Ye Mingshuang and some were not even 

her match! 

Recalling how Huang Yueli had defeated Ye Mingshuang with that kind of crushing dry weeds and 

smashing rotten wood kind of strength, they all felt that they would definitely be defeated. Moreover… 

they would lose particularly badly! 

No one was willing to go on stage to battle! 

But Huang Yueli wasn’t going to let them drag on endlessly. 

She repeated her question indifferently, “Who is… the next contender? Please don’t waste everyone’s 

time and hurry up on stage! I had accepted fourteen battles today and if everyone were to drag my 

time, then what time will I be able to end all the battles? I still need to hurry and cultivate!” 

No one dared to respond. 

Huang Yueli was speechless and she could only turn towards the referee teacher and inquired, “Teacher, 

what do you think we should do? Don’t tell me that if they don’t take up the challenge, then I have to 

keep waiting here?” 

The referee teacher replied, “If no one takes the initiative to come on stage, then we shall follow 

according to the battle invitations timing in order…..” 

“Wait a moment, referee teacher, let me take up the challenge!” 



Huang Yueli turned back to take a look. The person who spoke was a chubby youth who looked rather 

round. His facial features had a childish nature but judging from his breath, his potential wasn’t weak at 

all. He had yet to turn eighteen and had already reached third stage realm sixth level! 

He was considered as a top talent outside Celestial Light Academy. 

When the audience saw him, they started to get excited again. 

“So it’s him! Zhu Jiucheng! He’s ranked twenty seventh in the Martial Arts Stage. Among the core 

students, his presence is extremely powerful! Moreover he’s not even eighteen yet. Before he turns 

twenty, he should be able to get into top ten of the core students ranking and by then he will be able to 

join Celestial Light Sect and officially become an outer disciple!” 

“Zhu Jiucheng is one of the contenders who challenged Bai Ruoli and the strongest one! If anyone were 

to be able to defeat the new top student, it would be him! Now that he’s come on stage to challenge 

her, this competition should be stiff!” 

“Stiff your head! Think about it, that new top student broke through the isolation array! No matter how 

powerful Zhu Jiucheng is, can he compete with her? He will definitely lose! He really is gutsy, hasn’t he 

seen what happened to Ye Mingshuang? He should just hurry up and admit his defeat!” 

Chapter 800: I admit defeat! (1) 

 

The crowds’ discussions naturally was heard by Huang Yueli. 

She looked at Zhu Jiucheng and raised her brows, “Why? You want to challenge me? You gotta think 

carefully. When I strike, sometimes I cannot control my strength and if I injure you accidentally, then 

you have to be responsible for the consequences!” 

Zhu Jiucheng squeezed a smile from his chubby face which seemed rather honest and sincere. 

“Hehe, this.. Junior Sister Bai, don’t be mistaken. Actually I also know that my power isn’t comparable to 

yours and I will definitely lose in your hands. I also know that challenging a new student like this is not 

glamorous and if it wasn’t for the fact that I owe Junior Sister Li a personal favour, I won’t even dabble in 

such a matter. Right now I’ll admit defeat to you and my one thousand star currency will belong to you! I 

only wanted to spar with you to ask for advice so Junior Sister please bestow me your teaching!” 

Huang Yueli was rather surprised but this Zhu Jiucheng seemed rather sincere as he automatically 

passed his battle invitation to the referee teacher and admitted defeat on the spot. 

Her lips hooked upwards and she replied, “Since that’s the case, I’ll let you strike three times! Senior 

Brother Zhu, please show me your move!” 

Hearing that, the crowd was thrown into chaos instantly! 

In their eyes, Zhu Jiucheng was a legendary character in the academy and was an extremely powerful 

exponent! 



However, he had admitted in front of Huang Yueli that he wasn’t her match and even automatically 

admitted defeat. That wasn’t just it. He even said he wanted to spar with her and ask for her to give him 

advice! Was there a need to lower his stance, after all no matter how powerful this lass was, she was 

just a new student! To Zhu Jiucheng, her experience was still very little and was a first year junior sister! 

The more ridiculous person was Huang Yueli. Senior Brother Zhu had already been so courteous and 

when he spoke, he had lowered himself so much. 

By right, as a junior sister, she should display a humble look! 

The result was, she had indifferently accepted Zhu Jiucheng’s request and even prepared to “teach” 

him! 

Let’s treat it as her power was indeed strong! But surely she wouldn’t think of becoming Zhu Jiucheng’s 

teacher right? She really treated other people’s politeness for real! Even saying to “let him strike three 

times!” Oh my, this was really…. really too arrogant! 

However Zhu Jiucheng didn’t reveal a frivolous attitude. Instead he cautiously drew out his weapon 

which was a huge sledge hammer. 

“Junior Sister, I’m going to strike. Watch carefully!” 

Huang Yueli nodded as her favourable impression towards Zhu Jiucheng grew. 

Frankly speaking, with her previous life’s ninth stage realm cultivation and scope, it was more than 

enough to teach Zhu Jiucheng and enough to sprout light smoke on his ancestors graves! 

Were the teachings from a ninth stage realm practitioner that easily obtainable? 

Moreover, Huang Yueli’s unique strength existed predominantly among the ninth stage realm 

practitioners! 

When Zhu Jiucheng finished his sentence, both his arms raised up the huge sledge hammer and 

pounded towards Huang Yueli’s direction. 

Just from the appearance of the sledge hammer, one could tell that it was a fourth tier Profound 

Armament. It weighted at least five thousand grams and only Zhu Jiucheng was able to move it around! 

The minute he struck, the surroundings around the tournament stage started to bustle. 

Zhu Jiucheng was an earth attributed practitioner and when he waved that huge sledge hammer, the 

actual weight of the Profound Armament and with earth attribute’s additional support, that strength…. 

Was really not something that an ordinary person could handle! 

Huang Yueli had easily avoided his attacks and at the same time, observed how he struck. 

Zhu Jiucheng had such good sight, wasn’t arrogant or flustered and could put himself down when 

necessary, he really was a rough diamond. 

Huang Yueli had intended to use this chance to soothe him to her side. 

 


